The leading
lost & found software in Europe
Nova Find, the web-based lost & found solution creates excellent customer service!
On average, found items are captured every 30
seconds. Nova Find, the state-of-the-art lost &
found solution, fulfills all requirements of a modern
lost & found service: a sophisticated search technology, high return rate and easy administration of
found items, reduced communication and storage
costs. But above all else: Networked online search in
all participating databases.

The overall solution for your
digital lost & found office
Nova Find is a web-based Software-as-a-Service
(Saas) solution. This eliminates all operating costs,
but also expenses for hardware and installation.

Your benefits
Automatic matching
Each new found item is automatically matched with
all found records. Each individual search query is
compared with all stored items in participating lost
& found offices.

Effort and expense reduction
Found objects can easily be searched online. Thanks
to Nova Find, communication effort and costs are
considerably reduced.

Weighted search results
An automatic comparison of hits with weighted
search results makes it possible to quickly assign
find and loss records. The data in the loss record can
be automatically transferred to the find record so
that no data has to be copied manually.

Shortened storage time
The fast delivery of finds reduces the storage time
of found items and thus the storage costs.

Compliant with legal restrictions
Nova Find complies with all legal requirement with
regard to find fee, finder’s reward, property claims
and storage periods. Required notifications are
created and sent on time.

RUBICON is Europe’s
leading lost & found
solution provider
Lost & found
platforms for more
than 30 million
citizens
Servicing over 2,400
cities, municipalities,
transport companies
and airports.
Largest software
solution for lost &
found records in
Germany, Austria,
Switzerland,
Liechtenstein and
South Tyrol.

Higher return rate through
international search
The return rate is significantly increased by extending the hit comparison to the global database. The
high hit rate leads to a shorter retention period and
enables to return found items quicker.
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Test Nova Find without
obligation and convince
yourself.
info@nova-find.eu
www.nova-find.eu
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Multi-language
Each new find item is checked against all existing
loss reports, regardless of the input language.

Online search for passengers
An easy-to-use, barrier-free web dialog is available
online for searching for found items.

Mobile App
Mobile Suchmaske

Mobile search screen

Nova Find is also available for smartphones! Find
and loss records can be created easily via mobile
app. In addition, the integrated camera serves as a
barcode scanner - for even more efficient storage
management.
Always and everywhere: Nova Find‘s online search
is available around the clock and on any device.
If the item is not yet listed, a loss record can be
submitted immediately.
Fast: It only takes a few moments to create a loss
record: Using numerous criteria (e.g. color, brand),
the lost item can be described exactly. The loser
receives a hit list weighted according to the match
results.

Overview of all functionalities
1. Simple capture of found and loss records
via browser or mobile app
2. Well-structured categorization of found
items
3. Automated creation of predefined
documents such as notifications and
confirmations
4. Fast and easy storage management through
simultaneous processing of multiple items
5. Identification of found items by barcode
6. High transparency and traceability of all processes
7. Current statistics and evaluations
8. Individual design and adaptation to
the corporate design
9. Wide configuration options
10. Intuitive user administration and assignment
of employee-specific roles and rights

Successful: The search considers found items from
all participating regions and companies (e.g. transport companies) and increases the hit rate significantly. The search in numerous lost & found offices
has finally ended with Nova Find.

Let‘s talk!
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